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REINVENTED LEADERSHIP
4-DAY OFFSITE TEAM PROGRAMME



2020 demanded a pivot in the workplace, unlike any other. 
Performance goals took on an entirely new definition. And while 
many made the shift, very few have taken full advantage of the 
capabilities this new perspective has awarded us. It’s time to tap 
into the potential of your teams and elevate their distinct power. 
Bevel Authentic Teams Hideaway Programme shows you how 
with a unique framework that understands your changing busi-
ness needs.

AUTHENTIC
TEAMS

BUILD THE NEXT GENERATION 
OF LEADERS THROUGH
REINVENTED AUTHENTICITY
AND STRENGTHENED
EMPATHY IN THE WORKPLACE. 
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AUTHENTIC
TEAMS

When internal cultures shift, opportunity expands for those around us. 
When we can connect authentically, we can learn how to best build 
confidence in our teams. You can create businesses for the future with 
support from Bevel Authentic Teams Hideaway Programme.

• Understand how to reconnect with your team after so long away
• Adapt your leadership style to new working environment
• Reinvent team capabilities based on personal profiles

HELP YOUR TEAM
TO EMBRACE THIS
CHANGE AND CULTIVATE
COMPASSION.
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OUR LEARNING
FRAMEWORK

On-site Empowerment programme:
Group Capabilities & Internal Ecosystems
Leadership and Communications
Team Recalibration for Future Goals

+ CLUSTER WORKSHOPS

02. 
TEAM HIDEAWAY

01. 
TEAM GUIDE

+ INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS

Preparation work: 
Self and team survey
Individual and team profile assessment
Leadership and communication team diversity
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03.
TEAM INVELOPMENT
Continuous hybrid programmes:
Leadership 1-2-1 and group coaching
Team recalibration framework
Mental health online modules



As a core framework, we use the Enneagram methodology 
to assess the team, identifying the strength and evolution-
ary cooperation between all team members. This process 
helps teams create more robust and effective relationships, 
cultivate compassion and become happier at work.

Mindfulness and leadership are the two main pillars of 
Bevel's approach to authentic leadership. Together, they 
reveal team-awareness, social skills and adaptability as they 
relate to the 9 personality types. Your team will learn to 
develop emotionally, promote interpersonal skills and 
understand why others act and speak a certain way. Discov-
er how to eliminate conflict in the team and understand the 
source of bottlenecks. Most importantly, leaders will get to 
know their team members better, even deeper. They will 
lead more effectively and become powerful role models of 
authentic leadership in their organisations.

PRINCIPLES
OF ENNEAGRAM
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Peaceful
Mediator

Moral
Perfectionist

Supportive
Advisor

Successful
Achiever

Artistic
Individualist

Investigative
Observer

Sceptical
Questioner

Optimistic
Enthusiast

Decisive
Challenger 1
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PROGRAMME
AGENDA

DAY 1
Half day

DAY 3
All day

DAY 2
All day

EVOLUTION
Meditation. Journaling.

Future of leadership.
Core activity. Closing.

CAPABILITY
Kundalini Yoga.

Strength allocation.
Team capability. Workshops.

Outside Activity. Coaching.
Meditation.

DISCOVERY
Welcome. 
Team profile. 
Emotional alignment. 
Meditation.

ENGAGEMENT
Kundalini Yoga. Journaling
Team and personal goals. 
Ecosystems.

Team-time. Coaching.
Meditation.

DAY 4
Half day
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In just four days, you will identify what is holding your team back
as you develop core strengths and discover new and critical ways 
to collaborate. Make significant progress in positioning your team for the future 
with a clear awareness of capabilities and reinforced trust. The purpose of this 
programme is to connect you with your team at an authentic level. This requires 
deep self-reflection along with thoughtful team-introspection. We will help you 
visualise a future that resonates with all team members and aligns with your com-
pany's business goals, values, and core mission.
With Bevel, you can:

• Prevent workplace disfunction and mitigate risk while preparing
 or implementing organizational transformation. This programme helps   
 leaders hold their teams together and support each other during what   
 could otherwise be a strenuous process. 

• Rebuild and strengthen employee engagement following this period
 of remote work, and enhance the collaboration between team members 
 in a new work setup.

• Tap into limitless ways to advance as a team while forming better 
 relationships and building mutual trust. Elevate the inner strengths
 of individual team members and learn how to align them to support
 team goals.



CONTINUOUS
HYBRID PROGRAMMES
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Motivational
Speakers

Group and
1-2-1 Coaching

Sport and
Nutrition Sessions

Guided
Meditations

4ward Motion is a digital empowerment platform 
comprised of comprehensive services to help 
your employees expand in all areas of their pro-
fessional and personal life. 

Our experts will bolster your team's intellectual, 
emotional, spiritual and physical health, take your 
team to new levels of productivity, and improve 
their wellbeing.

International
trainers and 
coaches12 Mental 

health 
programmes4 Team 

support 
and trust1



WHAT
TO EXPECT: 
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You will adopt a revolutionary approach 
to authentic leadership, ensuring an 
optimistic future full of collaborations and 
heightened team trust. 

LEADERSHIPBONDING
You will draw inspiration in this peaceful 
environment. You will seek truth and refocus 
your attention from business performance to 
team evolution.

ENGAGEMENT
You will breakdown barriers in communica-
tion and find space to listen, delve deep and 
reflect, as you and your team discover how to 
build a better business ecosystem.

VALUE

ENERGY

You will redefine what is valuable and align 
your understanding to form better relation-
ships with your team members.

You will grow powerful as a team, with 
revitalised confidence that allows you to 
tackle every business challenge together in 
an progressive way.



We work with authentic hotels around the world to 
give you the best teamwork experience and the 
comfort you deserve.

ORGANISATION

We offer a holistic detox programme which 
includes a special restaurant menu, digital detox 
and mindful meditation.

We work with recognised trainers and business 
mentors who deliver an impactful approach to 
team reinvention.
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We are flexible and provide a tailor-made approach to pricing, which 
depends on the number of participants, business agenda and dates. 
We therefore encourage you to make any enquiries through direct 
contact with our engagement team at impact@bevel.world

Visit our web site www.bevel.world for more information about the 
company and our services. Connect with us in social media 
@bevel.world or by following #bevelworld

INTERESTED IN
DISCUSSING FURTHER?
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Bevel’s mission is to encourage a meaningful 
work-life balance among individuals. By building 
a larger, thriving system of sustainable fulfilment, 
we can lay the groundwork for human-centric 
leadership at work and purpose-driven relation-
ships at home.


